Talbot Butler Ward – Temporary Move

Very shortly the Talbot Butler ward will be closing so that much needed renovation work can start. During this time we will relocate to the Victoria Ward [area s]. To help your visit to be as smooth as possible we have prepared a map showing the current Talbot Butler ward and Victoria Ward.

You can see all the main hospital entrances on this map along with car parks.

Victoria Ward is signposted across the hospital.

Starting on hospital street [shown on map] walk towards Oncology [area n], go past Oncology and when you reach the end of the corridor turn left and there are signs to Victoria Ward.

If you have any issues please ask a member of staff to help you.

Please note that these changes will take place from 25th September 2010.

Yours sincerely

Jackie Perkins
Ward Sister – Talbot Butler
Directorate of Oncology, Clinical Haematology and Cancer Services